
Confined 
Space 
Tripod 
Systems

Confined spaces exist in nearly every industry, and many workers come into contact  
with at least one during the course of their work. According to OSHA, approximately  
90 deaths involving confined spaces occur every year. Unfortunately two-thirds of  
those deaths are workers killed while trying to perform a rescue.

FrenchCreek manufactures top quality rescue equipment, complete rescue  
systems, and accessories to aid in rescue or recovery, all of which meet or  
exceed OSHA requirements for confined space rescue. 

R50 Series, 3-way unit
MW Series, material work winch
TP Series, aluminum tripod

The FrenchCreek tripod system incorporates a lightweight design that  
is capable of withstanding 5,000 lbs. of vertical load

Complete Systems Include:

S50G-M7    
TP7 tripod
R50G rescue unit
MW50G work winch

R50G-TP7
TP7 tripod
R50G rescue unit
#204 carry bag

R50SS-TP7
TP7 tripod
R50SS rescue unit
#204 carry bag

S50G-7
TP7 tripod
R50G rescue unit

S50SS-7
TP7 tripod
R50SS rescue unit

S50SS-M7
TP7 tripod
R50SS rescue unit
MW50SS work winch
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System Components

R50G

MW50G

TP7

R50G      
50’ galvanized  
 wire rope

R50SS
50’ stainless steel 
wire rope

R50T
50’ Technora® 
synthetic rope

Rugged, lightweight aluminum housing
Dual internal inertia braking system
Three lifeline constituents available, see below

R50 Series
3-Way Rescue SRL
The R50 series unit is a Self Retracting lifeline, capable of raising and lowering for rescue and 
retrieval. Upon a fall, the system can be activated into winch mode, for raising and lowering the 
worker to safety.

MW Series
Material Winch
The MW series winches offer raising and lowering capabilities with a friction break that  
prevents the unit from free-wheeling when under a load.

Rugged, steel frame drum
Three Lifeline constituents and lengths available, see below

MW50SS
50’ stainless steel 
wire rope

MW50T
50’ Technora® 
synthetic rope

MW50G     
50’ galvanized  
wire rope

MW100G 
100’ galvanized 
wire rope

MW100SS
100’ stainless 
steel wire rope

MW100T
100’ Technora® 
synthetic rope

TP9
9’ aluminum tripod
2 attachment points on head

TP7     
7’ aluminum tripod
2 attachment points on head

TP7 Series
Aluminum Tripods
FrenchCreek confined space tripods are designed to withstand 5,000 lbs. of vertical load, 
yet are lightweight and portable, offering single person setup that is quick and easy.

Adjustable/locking aluminum frame and chain
Available in 7’ or 9’ lengths, see below


